JOB NAME
SALES REP
ARCHITECT
DESIGNER
BUILDER
INSTALLER

Hand Hewn Beams
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATION
CONSTRUCTION
LENGTHS
WIDTHS & THICKNESSES

Mantels, Timbers
Solid or Box
Up to 25’
Up to 10” x 10”*
*1” tolerances on this material

LEED MR-4 100% Post Consumer
SPECIES Oak or Mixed Species
SURFACE Hand Hewn
FINISH Pictured unfinished

Finishes available by request

INTERNAL PRODUCT REFERENCE

Due to the nature of reclaimed wood, variation in color, texture, and character will occur.

CHARACTER Mild Checking | Nail Holes | Mineral Stains | Hewn Surface | Mortises, Tenons, & Trunnels
APPLICATION Mantels | Ceiling Timbers | Decorative and Functional Supports
INSTALLATION Installation methods vary greatly depending on site conditions and application. Please
feel free to contact us to verify installation methods.
Beams are visually denailed, power washed, and kiln dried for stability. The above listed widths, lengths, thicknesses,
and mixed species are often available to ship in standard lead times. Custom sizes, larger sizes, single species, and
specified species are available for extended lead times. Upcharge and extended lead time will apply to larger sizes and
additional customizations such as finishes or custom constructions such as trusses. Speak to your Surface Architectural
Supply sales representative for more information and details.

Surface Architectural Supply
(804) 918-2467
www.surface-supply.com

JOB NAME
SALES REP
ARCHITECT
DESIGNER
BUILDER
INSTALLER

Rough Sawn Beams
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATION
CONSTRUCTION
LENGTHS
WIDTHS & THICKNESSES

Mantels, Timbers
Solid or Box
Up to 25’
Up to 10” x 10”*
*1” tolerances on this material

LEED MR-4 100% Post Consumer
SPECIES Oak or Mixed Species
SURFACE Rough Sawn
FINISH Pictured unfinished

Finishes available by request

INTERNAL PRODUCT REFERENCE

Due to the nature of reclaimed wood, variation in color, texture, and character will occur.

CHARACTER Mild Checking | Some Knots | Mineral Stains | Saw Kerf | Nail Holes
APPLICATION Mantels | Ceiling Timbers | Decorative and Functional Supports
INSTALLATION Installation methods vary greatly depending on site conditions and application. Please
feel free to contact us to verify installation methods.
Beams are visually denailed, power washed, and kiln dried for stability. The above listed widths, lengths, thicknesses,
and mixed species are often available to ship in standard lead times. Custom sizes, larger sizes, single species, and
specified species are available for extended lead times. Upcharge and extended lead time will apply to larger sizes and
additional customizations such as finishes or custom constructions such as trusses. Speak to your Surface Architectural
Supply sales representative for more information and details.

Surface Architectural Supply
(804) 918-2467
www.surface-supply.com

JOB NAME
SALES REP
ARCHITECT
DESIGNER
BUILDER
INSTALLER

Milled Beams
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
APPLICATION
CONSTRUCTION
LENGTHS
WIDTHS & THICKNESSES

Mantels, Timbers
Solid or Box
Up to 25’
Up to 10” x 10”*
*1” tolerances on this material

LEED MR-4 100% Post Consumer
SPECIES Oak or Mixed Species
SURFACE Smooth
FINISH Pictured unfinished

Finishes available by request

INTERNAL PRODUCT REFERENCE

Due to the nature of reclaimed wood, variation in color, texture, and character will occur.

CHARACTER Mild Checking | Some Knots | Nail Holes
APPLICATION Mantels | Ceiling Timbers | Decorative and Functional Supports
INSTALLATION Installation methods vary greatly depending on site conditions and application. Please
feel free to contact us to verify installation methods.
Beams are visually denailed, power washed, and kiln dried for stability. The above listed widths, lengths, thicknesses,
and mixed species are often available to ship in standard lead times. Custom sizes, larger sizes, single species, and
specified species are available for extended lead times. Upcharge and extended lead time will apply to larger sizes and
additional customizations such as finishes or custom constructions such as trusses. Speak to your Surface Architectural
Supply sales representative for more information and details.

Surface Architectural Supply
(804) 918-2467
www.surface-supply.com

